
Meet some of this year’s speakers: 

…amongst many more! 

Panel discussions

*Speakers are subject to change at any time.  
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Wajahat Ali
Columnist, public speaker 

and author

Sophia Thakur
Award-winning, best-selling author  

and performance poet

Poorna Bell
Journalist, public speaker,  

mental health advocate, competitive 
powerlifter and author of ‘Stronger’

Inclusion and diversity 
with people of colour

It’s all only one story

Megan Reitz
Leadership & dialogue professor, researcher, 

speaker and author of ‘Speak Up’

Charlie Martin
British racing driver and  

LGBTQ+ activist

Michael Barton
Autism awareness speaker and  

author of “It’s Raining Cats and Dogs”

Speaking truth to power

Believing in possibility

The autism advantage

Holiday Phillips
Consultant and speaker  

specialising in authenticity,  
belonging and inclusion

Parmesh Shahani
Inclusion champion,  

TED Senior Fellow and author of ‘Queeristan: 
LGBTQ Inclusion in the Indian Workplace

Nici Harrison
Grief practitioner,  

public speaker and coach advocating  
the lost art of grief tending

The paradox of inclusion

LBGTQ inclusion in your workplaceUnderstanding grief in the workplace

*  Time converter  
09:00 GMT | 05:00 EDT | 06:00 ADT | 11:00 CEST | GST 13:00 | 14:30 IST | 17:00 HKT | 19:00 AEST 
17:00 GMT | 13:00 EDT | 14:00 ADT | 19:00 CEST | GST 21:00 | 22:30 IST | 01:00 HKT | 03:00 AEST

Hear from Caroline Casey at last year’s 
Inclusion & Diversity Summit here 

Watch Karl Lokko speak at last year’s 
Inclusion & Diversity Summit here 

Password: ids2020

INNOVATION IN INCLUSION STRATEGY  

hosted by Tanya Gordon  

with industry leaders

ADVANCING RACIAL EQUITY IN THE WORKPLACE  

hosted by Liz Dimmock,  
founder and CEO of Moving Ahead

28th September and 30th September 2021
Both events will be held 10:00-12:00 (BST) and repeated at 18:00-20:00 (BST)  

to include all time-zones for international organisations*

inclusion and diversity
Celebrating

Celebrate Inclusion Week with your entire organisation by joining  

Moving Ahead’s Inclusion & Diversity Summit, with talks from inspiring 

speakers, researchers and performers on topics from racial equity and 

LBGTQ+ inclusion, to mental health, neuro-diversity, grief and more.

#UnitedForInclusion 

Join a global community of guests and more than 20 speakers, storytellers and performers 
who will be sharing their insights and perspectives on this year’s Inclusion week theme:

To sign up email Emily here  
to gain organisation-wide access to the event 

and to access the content all year-round.

To sign up email Emily here

Becoming my strongest self

https://vimeo.com/465846824
https://vimeo.com/362184251
https://vimeo.com/465846824
mailto:summit%40moving-ahead.org?subject=
mailto:summit%40moving-ahead.org?subject=
mailto:here?subject=

